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Reduced Expression of P2Y1 Receptors in Connexin43–Null
Mice Alters Calcium Signaling and Migration of Neural
Progenitor Cells
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Glial calcium signals play important roles during CNS development. Calcium transients induced by ATP, acting on purinergic receptors,
stimulate DNA synthesis, increase astrocytic and neural stem cell proliferation, and are prominent during the differentiation of radial
glia. We have shown previously that expression of P2Y receptors in astrocytes is altered when connexin43 (Cx43) is downregulated. To
evaluate the consequences of Cx43 deletion on calcium signaling during neural progenitor development, studies were performed on
neurospheres derived from embryonic striatum. After adhesion, cells migrating from wild-type (WT) and Cx43–null neurospheres
displayed spontaneous calcium oscillations. Such activity was blunted by apyrase, 2�-deoxy-N6-methyladenosine 3�,5�-bisphosphate
(MRS-2179), and suramin, suggesting that ATP released by neural cells acts on purinergic receptors to induce calcium oscillations. The
amplitudes of Ca 2� transients induced by P2Y but not P2X receptor agonists were larger in WT than in Cx43–null progenitors, suggesting
that these two cell populations express different P2 receptors. Suramin, a nonselective P2 receptor antagonist, and MRS-2179, a P2Y1

receptor-selective antagonist, reduced the proliferation rate and the migration of WT progenitor cells to levels similar to those of
Cx43–null cells. Conversely, exogenous expression of P2Y1 receptors in Cx43–null cells restored their migration pattern to levels seen in
WT progenitors. However, treatment with P2 receptor antagonists did not alter the ratio of nestin to GFAP expression in WT neural
progenitors. These data show that altered autocrine–paracrine communication attributable to reduced levels of P2Y1 receptors in neural
progenitor cells lacking Cx43 affects proliferation and migration but not cell differentiation during early CNS development.
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Introduction
Calcium oscillations in glial cells play important roles in the phys-
iology and pathology of the CNS (Parri and Crunelli, 2001; Parri
et al., 2001; Aguado et al., 2002; Tashiro et al., 2002). These signals
can be restricted within one cell or transmitted to adjoining cells
as intercellular Ca 2� waves. The propagation of intercellular cal-
cium waves depends both on the diffusion of second messengers
through gap junction channels and on ATP released from glial
cells activating plasmalemmal P2 receptors (P2Rs) on neighbor-
ing cells (Scemes, 2000). The mammalian P2Rs comprise two
families: the ligand-gated, cation-permeable, ionotropic P2XR
(P2X1–P2X7) and the G-protein-coupled metabotropic P2YR
(P2Y1, P2Y2, P2Y4, P2Y6, and P2Y11–P2Y14) (Ralevic and Burn-
stock, 1998; Abbracchio et al., 2003). Although some P2YRs stim-

ulate adenylyl cyclase, thus generating cAMP, all P2YR subtypes
are coupled to phospholipase C production, leading to Ca 2� mo-
bilization. Activation of P2R induces DNA synthesis in glial cells
(Neary et al., 1994; Milenkovic et al., 2003) and is implicated in
the development of gliosis after brain trauma (Neary et al., 2003)
as well as in the proliferation of radial glia (Uckermann et al.,
2002) and human neural stem cells (Ryu et al., 2003).

Astrocytes are coupled to each other mainly by connexin43
(Cx43) gap junction channels (Spray et al., 1998; Dermietzel et
al., 2000; Scemes et al., 2000) and express several P2R subtypes
(Ballerini et al., 1996; Jimenez et al., 2000; Suadicani et al., 2003).
We have shown previously that the expression of P2Y1R in astro-
cytes is decreased when Cx43 is downregulated (Scemes et al.,
2000; Suadicani et al., 2003), and that the growth rate of Cx43–
null astrocytes is decreased compared with that of wild-type
(WT) cells (Dermietzel et al., 2000). In an in vitro model of CNS
differentiation, neural progenitor cells were found to be coupled
by Cx43 channels, and blockade of gap junctional communica-
tion strongly reduced proliferation and differentiation of neural
progenitors (Duval et al., 2002). Using this same model, we here
describe properties of calcium oscillations during the develop-
ment of neural progenitors derived from striata of embryonic day
14 (E14) WT and Cx43–null mice and provide direct evidence for
the participation of P2Y1R in the process of cell migration. Spon-
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taneous calcium oscillations in neural progenitors are shown to
depend on the activation of P2R, likely because of released ATP.
In WT neural progenitors, the metabotropic P2Y1R is likely to
mediate calcium transients, whereas in Cx43–null cells, which are
shown to have reduced levels of P2Y1R, the ionotropic P2X7R
appears to mediate this activity. Blockade of P2YR did not alter
the differentiation of these progenitors, as measured by the ratio
of nestin:glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) expression levels,
but reduced the distance of emigration of cells from WT neuro-
spheres to distances similar to those observed in Cx43–null cells.
Conversely, exogenous expression of P2Y1R in Cx43–null neuro-
spheres restored the migration pattern observed in WT neural
progenitors. These data suggest that deletion of the Cx43 gene
impacts on other nonjunctional proteins, thus leading to physi-
ological alterations that are not directly controlled by gap junc-
tional proteins.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Heterozygous (Cx43 del/�) mice (C57BL/6J) obtained by a Cre-
mediated general replacement of a floxed Cx43 coding region by LacZ
(Theis et al., 2001a,b) were kindly provided by Dr. K. Willecke (Univer-
sity of Bonn, Bonn, Germany).

Neural progenitors. Neurospheres were prepared as described previ-
ously (Duval et al., 2002). Briefly, striata dissected from E14 Cx43–null
and WT mice were mechanically dissociated in ice-cold HBSS (Ca 2�-
and Mg 2�-free), and viable cells were transferred to tissue culture dishes
containing DMEM–F12 Ham’s medium (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) sup-
plemented with 5% B27 (Invitrogen), 1% antibiotics, and 20 ng/ml hu-
man recombinant epidermal growth factor (EGF; Sigma, St. Louis, MO).
After growth of neural progenitors into floating neurospheres, in vitro
cell differentiation was induced by withdrawing EGF from culture me-
dium and plating the neurospheres on polylysine- (10 �g/ml; Sigma) and
fibronectin-coated (10 �g/ml; Sigma) glass-bottom microwells (Mat-
Tek, Ashland, MA).

Transfection of neurospheres with P2Y1 receptor cDNA. Floating Cx43–
null neurospheres were transfected with 6 �g of either enhanced green
fluorescent protein (eGFP)–P2Y1R or eGFP cDNAs using lipofectamine
2000 (Invitrogen). At 18 –19 hr after transfection, neurospheres were
centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 5 min, resuspended in DMEM–F12 supple-
mented with B27 but without EGF, and plated on coated glass-bottom
MatTek dishes for outgrowth (migration) assays (see below). The coding
region of the mouse P2Y1R DNA was amplified from C57BL/6J Mus
musculus genomic DNA (The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME),
using reverse transcriptase modification of the PCR (RT-PCR) and the
following specific primers designed on the basis of published sequences
(National Center for Biotechnology Information, Bethesda, MD): for-
ward primer, 5�-AAAGCTCGAGATGACCGAGGTGCCTTGGTC-3�;
reverse primer, 5�-CTCGGGTACCTTCAAACTCGTGTCTCCATTCT-
3�. The primers used contained palindromic sequences of XhoI (forward
primer) and KpnI (reverse primer) restriction enzymes used for cloning
into peGFP-N3 mammalian expression vector (BD Biosciences, Palo
Alto, CA).

Semiquantitative RT-PCR. Total RNA was extracted from 7 d adherent
neurospheres derived from WT and Cx43–null embryos using Trizol
reagent (Invitrogen) followed by treatment with RNase-free DNaseI (In-
vitrogen) to eliminate the contaminating genomic DNA. Reverse tran-
scription was performed using random hexamer primers. The semiquan-
titative PCR was performed within the linear range of amplification, as
determined previously for the P2Y1R primer after 27 cycles of a PTC-100
Thermocycler (M. J. Research, Watertown, MA). Each cycle consisted of
denaturation at 94°C for 30 sec, annealing at 55°C for 30 sec, and exten-
sion at 72°C for 30 sec. The last cycle was followed by a final extension
cycle at 72°C for 8 min and a soak cycle at 4°C. Reaction products were
analyzed by electrophoresis on 2% agarose gels. The ribosomal 18S
primer and competimers (Ambion, Austin, TX) at a 1:9 ratio were added to
the samples and used as an invariant endogenous control against which the
products from the gene of interest were normalized. The following P2Y1R

primers were used: 5�-CTGTGTCTTATATCCCTTTCC-3� (sense) and
5�-CTCCATTCTGCTTGAACTC-3� (antisense).

Intracellular calcium transients. Spontaneous calcium transients were
measured in cells outgrowing from adherent neurospheres loaded for 30
min at 37°C with either fluo-3 AM (5 �M; Molecular Probes, Eugene,
OR) or fura-2 AM (2.5 �M; Molecular Probes). For analysis of agonist-
induced intracellular Ca 2� transients, cells were loaded with fura-2 AM
(10 �M; Molecular Probes) for 45 min at 37°C, as described previously
(Scemes et al., 2000; Suadicani et al., 2003). Cells were then washed with
Dulbecco’s PBS (DPBS; pH 7.4; Cellgro, Herndon, VA) containing 5 mM

glucose and imaged on an epifluorescence microscope (Eclipse
TE2000-S; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). Intracellular calcium measurements
were performed on cells plated on MatTek dishes and bathed in DPBS
(similar results were obtained using HEPES-buffered DMEM–F12 with-
out phenol red). Images were acquired with a CCD camera (Orca-ER;
Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan). Changes in fluo-3 fluorescence
intensity emitted at one excitation wavelength (485 nm) and the ratio of
fura-2 fluorescence intensities emitted at two excitation wavelengths
(340 and 380 nm) were obtained using combined systems of filters and
mirrors (Lambda DG-4 Diaphot; Sutter Instruments, Burlingame, CA)
driven by a computer through Metafluor software (Universal Imaging
Corporation, West Chester, PA). Fluo-3 and fura-2 fluorescence images
were acquired continuously at rates of 1.3 and 0.7 Hz, respectively. At
least three independent cultures of neurospheres from three different
litters were used for analysis. Measurements were obtained from regions
of interest placed on cells (nestin- and GFAP-positive cells; see below)
that migrated from the neurospheres. Changes in intracellular calcium
levels were monitored before and after bath application of P2R agonists
and antagonists, as described previously (Scemes et al., 2000; Suadicani et
al., 2003). The P2R agonists ATP (Sigma), UTP (Sigma), 2-methylthio-
ATP (2-MeS-ATP) (Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA), and 3�-O-4-
bezoylbenzoyl-ATP (BzATP) (Sigma) were dissolved in DPBS (pH 7.4;
Cellgro; Sigma) as stock solutions. Stock solutions of the P2R antagonists
suramin (Sigma) and MRS-2178 (Tocris Cookson, Ballwin, MO) were
prepared in H2O, and the P2X7R antagonist KN62 (Sigma) was dissolved
in DMSO. Apyrase (grade III; Sigma) was dissolved in DPBS.

Outgrowth index. To evaluate the contribution of P2R during migra-
tion of neural progenitors, floating WT and Cx43–null neurospheres of
similar diameters (WT, 277.8 � 6.97 �m; Cx43–null, 271.3 � 7.61 �m;
n � 50; p � 0.05; t test) plated on coated glass-bottom microwells con-
taining DMEM–F12 supplemented with B27 but without EGF were ex-
posed for 3 d to either 100 �M suramin, a broad-spectrum P2R antago-
nist, 2�-deoxy-N6-methyladenosine 3�,5�-bisphosphate (MRS-2179), a
specific P2Y1R antagonist, or a mixture of the two antagonists. The out-
growth index (OI) of migrating cells was evaluated daily as the ratio of the
distance of the foremost cells to the center of the sphere and the diameter
of the sphere core. The OI of Cx43–null neurospheres transfected with
either eGFP–P2Y1R or eGFP constructs was also analyzed as described
above.

Proliferation assay. To determine whether P2R antagonists affected the
cell proliferation rate within WT and Cx43–null neurospheres, the Vy-
brant 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide
(MTT) cell proliferation assay (Molecular Probes) was used according to
the instructions of the manufacturer. Floating WT and Cx43–null neu-
rospheres were centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 5 min, and neurospheres
were resuspended in 900 �l of DMEM–F12 without phenol red (Invitro-
gen). A total of 100 �l/well of WT and Cx43–null neurosphere suspen-
sions were transferred to a 96 well plate, and neurospheres were treated
with either 100 �M suramin or MRS-2179 for 3 d. Six replicates of un-
treated and P2R antagonist-treated WT and Cx43–null neurospheres
were performed. Proliferation rates of WT and Cx43–null neurospheres
were obtained by measuring the optical density (570 –595 nm) of solu-
bilized formazan produced by the reduction of MTT by metabolic active
cells. Because the level of formazan produced is directly proportional to
the number of viable cells (Mossmann, 1983; Gerlier and Thomasset,
1986), proliferation rate can be estimated. An MRX Revelation micro-
plate reader equipped with Revelation 4.21 software (Dynex Technology,
Chantilly, VA) was used.

Western blots. Samples of whole-cell lysates of WT and Cx43–null
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neural progenitors grown for 3 d in coated MatTek dishes in the presence
and absence of P2R antagonists were electrophoresed in 10% SDS-PAGE
(Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) and then transferred to nitrocellulose mem-
branes (Schleicher & Schuell, Keene, NH). Immunoblots were per-
formed after overnight incubation of membranes with blocking solution
(5% dry nonfat milk in 1� PBS) using polyclonal anti-GFAP (1:500;
Sigma) and monoclonal anti-nestin (1:1000; Chemicon, Temecula, CA)
antibodies. After several washes with 1� PBS containing 0.4% polyoxy-
ethylenesorbitan monolaurate (Tween 20; Sigma), membranes were in-
cubated with HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies (1:2000; Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA). Detection of bands was performed on
x-ray films (Kodak, Rochester, NY) after incubation with enhanced
chemiluminescence reagents (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ).
Nestin to GFAP expression ratios were measured by densitometric anal-
ysis (Scion–NIH Image software) of the two bands (200 –240 kDa:nestin
and 56 kDa:GFAP) obtained from each sample lane.

Immunocytochemistry. After 6 d in culture, adherent neurospheres
from WT and Cx43–null mice were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 5
min. After several washes in 1� PBS and 30 min of incubation with 1�
PBS containing 0.4% Triton X-100 and 10% goat serum, cells plated on
glass-bottom microwells were incubated overnight at 4°C with both pri-
mary antibodies, monoclonal anti-nestin (1:500; Chemicon) and poly-
clonal anti-GFAP (1:200; Sigma). Monoclonal and polyclonal secondary
antibodies (Alexa Fluor 488 and 594 nm, respectively; Molecular Probes)
at 1:2000 dilution were added to the cells for 1 hr at room temperature.
Images were acquired using a Nikon inverted epifluorescence micro-
scope equipped with a SPOT-RT digital camera (Diagnostic Instru-
ments, Sterling Heights, MI), 100� oil immersion objective (Nikon),
and appropriate filter sets (Nikon).

Results
Spontaneous intracellular calcium oscillations during neural
progenitor development
When plated in polylysine–fibronectin-coated dishes containing
medium free of growth factors, floating neurospheres readily ad-
hered, and within 30 min, cells started migrating out of the neu-
rospheres. This process of migration proceeds over several days,
with migrating cells forming chains that extend from the sphere
(Jacques et al., 1998). The cells that have emigrated out of the
sphere are referred to here as neural progenitors, given that after
6 d in culture, they express both nestin, an intermediate filament
protein of undifferentiated cells, as well as GFAP, a marker for
astrocytes (Fig. 1A). Intracellular calcium levels were then mon-
itored daily from fluo-3 AM-loaded WT and Cx43–null neural
progenitors and found to spontaneously oscillate (Fig. 1B). After
1 d in culture, 98% (118 of 120) of WT neural progenitors dis-
played spontaneous calcium activity. This number decreased to
42% (50 of 120 cells) after 4 d in culture, remaining near that level
(57– 60%) during the next 4 d of measurements (Fig. 1C). The
cells that displayed Ca 2� transients had an elongated, fusiform
morphology and were radially oriented among the other quies-
cent cells, most of which had a flat shape resembling mature
astrocytes. Similar results were described recently for
neurosphere-derived precursors in which the percentage of cells
displaying both global and local spontaneous calcium oscillations
was greater during the first 2 d of development, decreasing over
time as the cells differentiated into neuronal and glial phenotypes
(Ciccolini et al., 2003). A different result was obtained in Cx43–
null progenitors; at 1 d after plating, only 17% (20 of 120) of cells
displayed spontaneous calcium oscillations. Such activity in-
creased over time, attaining 100% Cx43–null cells 5 d after plat-
ing and remaining at that level (98 –100%) for the following 3 d
(Fig. 1C). These results suggest that Ca 2� oscillations may play an
important role during development. Therefore, the difference
observed between WT and Cx43–null cells may be anticipated to
result in differences in cell differentiation, migration, or prolifer-

ation. To address these issues, we first evaluated the nature of
these calcium transients and then investigated the contribution of
these oscillations to neural progenitor development.

Released ATP mobilizes different calcium sources in WT and
Cx43–null neural progenitors
The spontaneous intracellular calcium transients observed in
neural progenitor cells had variable durations (20 –100 sec) and
amplitudes (1.1- to 3.5-fold change in fluo-3 intensity) (Fig. 2).
Statistical analysis of data obtained from three independent ex-
periments indicated that the mean amplitude (measured as fold
change in fluo-3 intensity) of spontaneous calcium oscillations in
WT neural progenitors (2.00 � 0.09; n � 43 cells) was signifi-
cantly higher ( p � 0.002; t test) than that of Cx43–null cells
(1.63 � 0.06; n � 63 cells). The frequency of spontaneous cal-
cium oscillations recorded from WT cells 2–3 d after adhesion
varied from 0.01 to 0.02 Hz, whereas in Cx43–null cells, such
activity ranged from 0.002 to 0.006 Hz. Apyrase (5 U in 400 �l)
strongly decreased, within 1–2 min of bath application, the am-
plitude of spontaneous calcium transients in both WT cells (from
2.00 � 0.09 to 0.90 � 0.11; n � 43 cells; p � 0.001; t test) and
Cx43–null cells (from 1.62 � 0.06 to 1.39 � 0.04; n � 58 cells; p �
0.001; t test) (Fig. 2A,B). No spontaneous calcium oscillations
were observed 5 min after apyrase application. These results in-
dicate that the observed Ca 2� oscillations are probably mediated
by the release of ATP from the progenitor cells acting on P2
receptors. Accordingly, application of 100 �M suramin, a nonse-
lective P2 antagonist, at any time point of neural progenitor de-
velopment (up to 6 d in culture) completely prevented spontane-

Figure 1. Characteristics of WT and Cx43–null neural progenitors. A, Double immunocyto-
chemistry showing expression of nestin (green) and GFAP (red) in neural progenitors derived
from 6 d adherent neurospheres of WT and Cx43–null mice. Note the coexpression of nestin and
GFAP in WT and Cx43–null cells, suggesting incomplete astrocytic maturation. Scale bar, 9 �m.
B, Example of spontaneous calcium oscillations simultaneously recorded from three WT neural
progenitor cells (the oscillations of each cell are represented by a different color) loaded with
fluo-3 AM. C, Developmental time course of spontaneous calcium oscillations in adherent neural
progenitors that migrated out of WT (black bars) and Cx43–null (gray bars) neurospheres. The
percentage of cells displaying intracellular calcium oscillations was obtained from continuous
recordings (5 min) of fluo-3 intensity measured in 120 emigrated progenitors from three
experiments.
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ous calcium oscillations in both WT and Cx43–null cells (data
not shown).

When bathed in Ca 2�-free solution, the amplitudes of spon-
taneous calcium oscillations were greatly attenuated in Cx43–
null progenitors (from 1.87 � 0.16 to 1.19 � 0.04-fold fluo-3
intensity; n � 34; p � 0.05) but not in WT cells (from 1.67 � 0.10
to 1.85 � 0.14-fold fluo-3 intensity; n � 22; p � 0.05) (Fig. 2C,D).
Thus, these data suggest that although both WT and Cx43–null
cells seem to release ATP, intracellular calcium elevations were
induced by the mobilization of different calcium sources. There-
fore, whereas WT neural progenitors mobilize Ca 2� from intra-
cellular stores, an influx of Ca 2� from the extracellular solution
occurs in Cx43–null cells.

WT and Cx43–null neural progenitors express different
purinergic receptors
To evaluate the contribution of metabotropic and ionotropic
P2Rs to the spontaneous calcium oscillation of WT and Cx43–
null neural progenitors, intracellular calcium transients induced
by the P2R agonists ATP, UTP, 2-MeS-ATP, and BzATP were
measured in fura-2 AM-loaded cells. Except for UTP, all other
P2R agonists induced intracellular calcium elevations in WT and
Cx43–null neural progenitors (Fig. 3). However, the amplitudes
of these Ca 2� transients were different in WT and Cx43–null
cells. At 30 �M, the broad-spectrum P2R agonist ATP induced in
WT progenitor cells an increase in cytosolic calcium levels (from
108 � 4 to 2405 � 322 nM; n � 40 cells) that was five times higher
than the amplitude observed in Cx43–null cells (from 90 � 3 to
490 � 81 nM; n � 31 cells) (Fig. 3A). Similarly, bath application of
30 �M 2-MeS-ATP, a specific P2Y1R agonist, induced an increase
in intracellular calcium that was 35 times larger in WT cells (from
101 � 2 to 4077 � 627 nM; n � 40 cells) than in Cx43–null
progenitors (from 105 � 5 to 225 � 27 nM; n � 49 cells) (Fig. 3B).

In contrast, the ionotropic P2X7R agonist BzATP (100 �M)
caused an elevation in intracellular calcium that was four times
higher in Cx43–null cells (from 102 � 3 to 291 � 16 nM; n � 50
cells) than in WT cells (from 87 � 3 to 116 � 4 nM; n � 50 cells)
(Fig. 3C). Thus, these results suggest that WT and Cx43–null cells
express different levels of metabotropic P2YR. Accordingly,
semiquantitative RT-PCR amplification of total RNA indicated
that P2Y1R mRNA levels were �50% lower in Cx43–null than in
WT neurospheres (Fig. 3D). Furthermore, 5 �M MRS-2179, a
specific P2Y1R antagonist, completely blocked intracellular cal-
cium elevation induced by 30 �M 2-MeS-ATP in WT cells (Fig.
4A), whereas 1 �M KN62, a potent P2X7R antagonist (Baraldi et
al., 2000), prevented Ca 2� rises induced by 100 �M BzATP in
Cx43–null neural progenitor cells (Fig. 4B). Together, these data
indicate that WT cells predominantly express the P2Y1R subtype,
whereas in Cx43–null progenitors, the P2X7R is likely the pre-
dominant P2R subtype mediating calcium rises. Additional evi-
dence favoring the participation of these P2Rs during spontane-
ous calcium oscillations in progenitor cells was obtained through
the use of P2R antagonists. Addition of 5 �M MRS-2179, similar
to the addition of 5 U of apyrase, decreased the amplitudes of
spontaneous calcium oscillation in WT neural progenitors (Fig.
4C). Calcium oscillations in Cx43–null cells were attenuated by
apyrase (Fig. 2B) and by 1 �M KN62 (Fig. 4D).

P2Y1 receptors contribute for the migration of
neural progenitors
To evaluate the contribution of P2R during the migration of
neural progenitors, WT and Cx43–null neurospheres plated on
coated glass-bottom microwells were exposed for 3 d to P2R
antagonists. At the time of plating, all neurospheres had similar
diameters [WT, 277.8 � 6.97 �m; Cx43–null 271.3 � 7.61 �m;
n � 50 neurospheres from four independent experiments; p �
0.05; t test]. The distances of migration of neural progenitors out
of the neurospheres were then evaluated daily and expressed as an
OI, which was given by the migration distance of the foremost
cells from the center of the sphere normalized by the diameter of
the neurospheres at each particular day.

Untreated WT and Cx43–null neural progenitors showed an
OI that increased with time during 3 d of culture (Fig. 5); how-

Figure 2. Spontaneous calcium oscillations in neural progenitors. Migrating neural progen-
itors derived from WT (A, C) and Cx43–null (B, D) mice exhibit spontaneous intracellular calcium
transients that were greatly attenuated by bath application (arrow) of apyrase (A, B). Removal
of extracellular calcium did not appreciably affect the amplitude of either long- or short-
duration calcium oscillations in WT cells ( C) but greatly reduced the amplitude of Ca 2� oscil-
lations in Cx43–null progenitor cells ( D). Black and gray traces were simultaneously recorded
from two cells.

Figure 3. Intracellular calcium transients induced by P2 receptor agonists. Bath application
of 30 �M ATP ( A) and 2-MeS-ATP (MeSATP; B) induced larger changes in cytosolic calcium levels
in fura-2 AM-loaded WT than in Cx43–null (KO) progenitor cells. The P2X7R agonist BzATP (100
�M), however, was more effective in inducing Ca 2� changes in Cx43–null [knock-out (KO)]
than in WT cells ( C). Semiquantitative RT-PCR ( D) showed that P2Y1R mRNA levels in Cx43–null
neurospheres (KO) are decreased by 50% compared with WT neurospheres.
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ever, the OI of Cx43–null cells was significantly lower ( p � 0.001;
t test) than that of WT cells (Fig. 5). To assess whether this differ-
ence could be accounted for by the different numbers of progen-
itor cells within the neurospheres, larger Cx43–null neurospheres
(diameter, 864 � 54 �m; n � 11) were plated in parallel with
regular-sized WT neurospheres (diameter, 370 � 11 �m; n �
19). Twenty-four hours after plating, the OI of Cx43–null cells
(1.63 � 0.11; n � 11 neurospheres) was again significantly
smaller ( p � 0.01; t test) than that of WT progenitors (2.86 �
0.11; n � 19 neurospheres). These data indicate that Cx43–null
progenitors migrate shorter distances per unit time than WT
cells, and that this migration is independent of the number of
proliferating cells within the neurospheres.

Exposure to 100 �M suramin, MRS-2179, or a mixture of the
two antagonists significantly reduced the OI of WT. Thus, after
1 d of suramin treatment, the OI of WT neural progenitors de-
creased from 2.7 � 0.1 to 1.8 � 0.13 and decreased to 2.2 � 0.1
and to 1.9 � 0.1 when exposed to MRS-2179 and suramin plus
MRS-2179, respectively (n � 8 neurospheres; p � 0.0001;
ANOVA) (Fig. 5). In contrast, no changes in OI were observed in
Cx43–null neurospheres (Fig. 5). As a result of these differential
changes, after 3 d of culture, the OI of WT progenitors treated
with P2R antagonist was approximately twofold smaller than that
of untreated WT cells (OIuntreated, 6.38 � 0.40; OIsuramin-treated,
2.68 � 0.25; OIMRS-2179-treated, 2.89 � 0.16; OIsuramin�MRS-2179,
3.38 � 0.55; n � 8) and similar to the OI of Cx43–null cells
(OIuntreated, 2.59 � 0.13; OIsuramin�MRS-2179, 2.51 � 0.14; n � 8)
(Fig. 5).

To test whether P2X7Rs also participate in the migration of
neural progenitors, Cx43–null neurospheres were treated for 2 d
with KN62 (1 and 10 �M). No significant difference ( p � 0.05;
ANOVA) was observed between the OI of treated (OIKN62(1�M),
1.45 � 0.12, n � 4; OIKN62(10�M), 1.85 � 0.19, n � 4) or untreated
(OIuntreated, 1.85 � 0.27; n � 4) Cx43–null progenitor cells.

These results showing that P2R antagonists affect the OI of
WT cells but not of Cx43–null neural progenitors suggest that the
decreased migration of Cx43–null progenitors out of the neuro-
spheres does not involve P2X7R and is likely attributable to the
reduced expression of P2Y1R in these cells.

P2Y receptors play an important role during cell proliferation
After 3 d of exposure to 100 �M suramin and MRS-2179, the
proliferation rate of cells within floating WT neurospheres de-
creased, as evidenced by the reduced values of absorbance ob-
tained with the MTT assay (Fig. 6A). In contrast, neither of these
P2R antagonists altered the proliferation rate of floating Cx43–
null neurospheres (Fig. 6A). These data indicate that blockade of
P2Y1R delays proliferation of WT neurospheres.

To evaluate whether P2Rs play a role in cell differentiation, the
ratio of expression levels of nestin to GFAP, two proteins of the
intermediate filaments, were quantified. Western blot analysis of
whole-cell lysates of WT neural progenitors indicated that the
ratio of nestin to GFAP expression was not significantly altered by
3 d of exposure to P2R antagonists ( p � 0.05; ANOVA) (Fig. 6B).

Together, these results show that P2 receptors, most likely of

Figure 4. P2Y1 and P2X7 receptors participate in spontaneous calcium oscillations of WT and
Cx43–null neural progenitors. A, Wild-type neural progenitor calcium transients induced by
bath application of 30 �M 2-MeS-ATP (2-Mes; arrow) were totally prevented by the specific
P2Y1R antagonist MRS-2179 (MRS; 5 �M). B, The potent P2X7R antagonist KN62 (1 �M) blocked
calcium transient induced by 100 �M BzATP in Cx43–null progenitors. Spontaneous intracellu-
lar calcium oscillations recorded from fura-2 AM-loaded (2.5 �M) WT ( C) and Cx43–null ( D)
neural progenitors were prevented by bath application of 5 �M MRS-2179 and 1 �M KN62,
respectively. The oscillations of each cell are represented by black and gray traces.

Figure 5. Contribution of P2Y1 receptors during neural progenitor migration. Top, Phase-
contrast images of the migration of WT and Cx43–null progenitors after 3 d of culture. The
correspondent OI is indicated in each image. Scale bar, 95 �m. Bottom, Time course of this
migration as evaluated by the outgrowth index in the absence (untreated) and presence of P2R
antagonists (100 �M; suramin, MRS-2179, and suramin plus MRS-2179). Note that both P2R
antagonists significantly reduced (*p � 0.0001; ANOVA) the outgrowth index of WT neural
progenitors to levels that were similar to those obtained for Cx43–null cells.
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the P2Y1R subtype, play an important role in the processes of
migration and proliferation of neural progenitors but are not
involved in their differentiation.

Exogenous expression of P2Y1 receptors restores the
outgrowth index of Cx43–null neural progenitors
To confirm the participation of P2Y1R in the migration of neural
progenitors, Cx43–null floating neurospheres were transfected
with eGFP–P2Y1R cDNA and then plated in coated MatTek
dishes for OI measurements. As shown in Figure 7A, eGFP–
P2Y1Rs were widely expressed in proliferating cells located at the
core of the sphere (Fig. 7A, arrowhead) as well as in the migrating
neural progenitors (Fig. 7A). Expression of these receptors in
Cx43–null neurospheres led to increased amplitudes of calcium
transients in response to 30 �M 2-MeS-ATP (from 123.0 � 3.0 to
930.0 � 68.3 nM; n � 120 cells from three independent experi-
ments; Fig. 7B) (compare with Fig. 3C, untransfected Cx43–null
neurospheres). These larger transients were greatly attenuated by

5 �M MRS-2179, a P2Y1R antagonist (Fig. 7B, compare Fig. 4A,
WT response). Moreover, forced expression of P2Y1R in Cx43–
null cells led to a dramatic increase in the frequency of spontane-
ous calcium oscillation compared with that seen in untransfected
cells (Fig. 7C,D). Thus, these data suggest that the low frequency
of spontaneous calcium oscillations observed in Cx43–null pro-
genitors is likely related to the decreased P2Y1R expression level

Figure 6. Blockade of P2 receptors affects the proliferation but not differentiation of neural
progenitors. A, Optical density measurements obtained for the MTT assay indicate that the
proliferation rate of floating WT but not of Cx43–null neurospheres was greatly reduced after
3 d of exposure to 100 �M suramin or MRS-2179 (MRS) ( p � 0.001; ANOVA; n � 6 replicas). B,
Western blot (inset) showing the expression of nestin and GFAP in WT neural progenitors
untreated and treated for 3 d with P2R antagonists. The ratio of nestin to GFAP expression was
not affected by 3 d of treatment with the P2R antagonists ( p � 0.05; ANOVA; n � 3
experiments).

Figure 7. Exogenous expression of P2Y1 receptor increases the outgrowth index of Cx43–
null neural progenitors. A, Phase contrast (top) and fluorescence (bottom) images obtained 30
hr after plating Cx43–null neurospheres transfected with eGFP–P2Y1R. The arrowhead points
to the core of the neurosphere. Scale bar, 24 �m. B, Calcium transient induced by 30 �M

2-MeS-ATP was mostly blocked by the P2Y1R antagonist MRS-2179 (5 �M; n � 120 cells from
3 independent experiments), indicating proper function of the transfected receptor. C, Note the
low frequency of spontaneous calcium oscillations recorded from Cx43–null progenitors and
the increased frequency of these events in Cx43–null cells transfected with eGFP–P2Y1R (the
oscillations of each cell are represented by black and gray traces) (D). E, Thirty hours after
adhesion to fibronectin–polylysine-coated substrate, the outgrowth index values of Cx43–null
progenitors transfected with eGFP–P2Y1R were similar to those of WT cells. Note that transfec-
tion of Cx43–null neurospheres with eGFP constructs did not increase the outgrowth index of
Cx43–null cells, which was lower than that of WT controls. (**p � 0.001; ANOVA; n � 30
neurospheres).
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in these cells. Regardless of whether Cx43–null progenitor cells
release smaller amounts of ATP than WT cells, as suggested re-
cently by studies implicating connexin hemichannel as a route for
ATP release (Cotrina et al., 2000; Stout et al., 2002; Braet et al.,
2003; Stout and Charles, 2003), this does not seem to contribute
to the differences in spontaneous Ca 2� oscillation patterns ob-
served between Cx43–null and WT cells.

Because functional expression of eGFP–P2Y1R greatly de-
clined 72 hr after transfection, we modified the migration proto-
col to measure the outgrowth index during the period of time in
which P2Y1R expression is maximal (24 – 48 hr). Thus, the OIs of
neural progenitors migrating out of Cx43–null neurospheres that
had been transfected with either eGFP–P2Y1R or eGFP cDNAs
18 –19 hr before adhesion were measured at 3, 6, 24, and 30 hr
after plating in coated dishes; parallel experiments were per-
formed with untransfected WT and Cx43–null neurospheres. As
shown in Figure 7B, 30 hr after plating, the OI of Cx43–null
neural progenitors expressing eGFP–P2Y1R (3.53 � 0.30; n � 23
neurospheres) was similar to that of WT cells (3.56 � 0.10; n � 10
neurospheres). In contrast, the OI of progenitors of untrans-
fected Cx43–null cells (2.22 � 0.16; n � 15 neurospheres) and of
eGFP-transfected Cx43–null cells (2.05 � 0.14; n � 14 neuro-
spheres) was significantly lower than that of WT progenitors
( p � 0.001; ANOVA).

These data showing that exogenous expression of P2Y1R re-
stores the OI of Cx43–null progenitors to levels seen in WT cells
strongly support the notion that this receptor subtype plays an
important role in the migration of neural progenitors. Further-
more, because forced expression of eGFP–P2Y1R increased the
frequency of spontaneous calcium oscillation in Cx43–null cells
to levels similar to those of WT cells, it is plausible that the extent
of cell migration is related to the frequency of intracellular cal-
cium events generated by the activation of P2Y1R.

Discussion
Spontaneous astrocytic Ca 2� oscillations have been reported to
occur during CNS development (Parri and Crunelli, 2001; Parri
et al., 2001; Aguado et al., 2002) and under epileptiform condi-
tions (Tashiro et al., 2002). Calcium signals can be transmitted to
neighboring astrocytes via gap junctions and via released ATP
activating P2 receptors (for review, see Scemes, 2000). The abun-
dance of gap junctions and purinergic receptors in the developing
CNS and the evidence implicating their participation in cell phys-
iological events, such as apoptosis (Abbracchio, 1997; Virginio et
al., 1999; Lin et al., 2003) and differentiation (Neary and Zhu,
1994; Belluardo et al., 2000), has led to the proposal that gap
junctions and P2 receptors not only play important roles in early
organization of the CNS but also in the remodeling and repair of
neuronal circuits after brain injury.

Very little is known about the respective roles played by these
two forms of intercellular communication during early stages of
CNS development. Using neurospheres as an in vitro model of
CNS differentiation, neural progenitors were shown to be cou-
pled by Cx43 gap junction channels, and blockade of these chan-
nels was shown to affect cell viability, proliferation, and differen-
tiation (Duval et al., 2002). Using this same model, we report here
on the properties of Ca 2� signaling in neurospheres derived from
E14 WT and Cx43–null striata during neural progenitor
migration.

Our data show that WT and Cx43–null neural progenitors
display spontaneous Ca 2� oscillations that are highly dependent
on ATP acting on P2 receptors. These findings open the possibil-
ity that spontaneous calcium oscillations are a hallmark feature of

migratory progenitor cells with the ability to release ATP. In con-
cert with growth factors, nucleotides and nucleosides contribute
to phenotypic changes in both neuronal and non-neuronal cells
(Abbracchio, 1997). Spontaneous calcium oscillations in astro-
cytes are also prominent during epileptic seizures (Manning and
Sontheimer, 1997; Tashiro et al., 2002), a condition that stimu-
lates the proliferation of neuronal precursors and astrocytes (Par-
ent et al., 2002).

Our study also shows that although both WT and Cx43–null
neural progenitor cells are sensitive to ATP, different P2 recep-
tors mediate calcium elevation in these two cell populations.
Thus, whereas P2Y1Rs predominate in WT cells, P2X7Rs are
likely to be the prevalent P2R subtype in Cx43–null neural pro-
genitors. These findings are in agreement with previous observa-
tions on primary cultures of Cx43-deficient astrocytes indicating
reduced levels of P2Y1R (Scemes et al., 2000; Suadicani et al.,
2003). Given that UTP did not elicit Ca 2� transients in WT and
Cx43–null progenitors, it is likely that the reported upregulation
of the uridine-sensitive P2Y4R in Cx43 knock-out astrocytes
(Suadicani et al., 2003) occurs in later stages of development.

In the present study, we document for the first time that the
change in P2 receptor subtypes that occurs after loss of Cx43 is
associated with a decreased migration of cells from embryonic
neurospheres. Because we observed that a specific P2Y1R antag-
onist (MRS-2179) decreased the OI of WT neural progenitors,
and that expression of exogenous P2Y1R restored the OI of Cx43–
null cells to levels similar to those of WT cells, it is likely that the
difference in the development of WT and Cx43–null neural pro-
genitors is related to the decreased expression levels of this type of
receptor in Cx43–null cells. Reduced growth rate of astrocytes
(Dermietzel et al., 2000), altered neural crest cell migration (Xu et
al., 2001; Li et al., 2002), and delayed neuronal migration (Fushiki
et al., 2003) have been reported previously to occur in Cx43–null
mice. Although the underlying mechanism remains to be fully
elucidated, it is of interest that activation of P2Y1R and P2X7R
have been reported to stimulate mitogen-activated protein ki-
nases, specifically the extracellular receptor protein kinases ERK1
and ERK2 (Panenka et al., 2001; Gendron et al., 2003; Neary et al.,
2003), thus leading to Mueller cell proliferation (Milenkovic et
al., 2003), gliosis (Neary et al., 2003), and production of the che-
mokine monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (Panenka et al.,
2001). Recently, it was also reported that ATP acting on P2YR
might augment the proliferation of human neural stem cells
through the phosphoinositide 3-kinase-dependent p70 S6 kinase
pathway (Ryu et al., 2003).

Evidence favoring the participation of P2Y1 receptors in early
stages of neural progenitor development is shown here through
the use of the specific P2Y1 antagonist MRS-2179 (Baurand et al.,
2001), which greatly reduced the OI of WT neural progenitors.
Furthermore, because suramin in combination with MRS-2179
or the P2X7R antagonist KN62 (Baraldi et al., 2000) did not alter
the OI of Cx43–null neural progenitors, it is likely that signal-
transduction pathways associated with the activation of P2Y1R
and not of P2X7R contribute to the migration of the neural pro-
genitors investigated in this study. Although other mechanisms
may be involved, it is possible that different patterns (frequen-
cies) of intracellular calcium transients resultant from the action
of ATP on these two P2Rs differentially regulate downstream
events such as the phosphorylation of MAP kinases.

However, regarding cell differentiation, because blockade of
P2Rs with either the broad-spectrum suramin or the specific
MRS-2179 antagonists did not affect the nestin to GFAP expres-
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sion ratio, it is possible that mechanisms other than the ones
mediated by purinergic receptors are likely to be involved.

In addition to the proposed contribution of purinergic recep-
tors, gap junctional intercellular communication has long been
suggested to play a key role in the control of cell growth, allowing
the diffusion between coupled cells of putative factors that are
supposed to prevent the maintenance of a clonal (proliferating)
state (Loewenstein and Kanno, 1966; for review, see Mesnil,
2002). However, recent studies indicate that connexins may have
other roles besides providing the intercellular route for the diffu-
sion of signaling molecules. For instance, forced expression of
connexins provides resistance to apoptotic signals (Lin et al.,
2003) and alters the expression pattern of several other genes
(Naus et al., 2000), and deletion of Cx43 alters the expression
levels of astrocytic genes related to several distinct cellular pro-
cesses (Iacobas et al., 2003). Although the mechanism by which
changes in Cx43 expression levels affect the expression of other
proteins, including purinergic receptors, is yet unknown, it is
possible that they are mediated by Cx43-interacting proteins.
Some of these proteins, such as c-Src (Giepmans et al., 2001) and
�-catenin (Ai et al., 2000), possess transcriptional activity. Thus,
a number of biological functions that have been associated with
Cx43-dependent signaling (Meda and Spray, 2000) may rather
result from changes in expression of other proteins.

In summary, using an in vitro model of CNS development, we
describe the properties of calcium signaling in neural progenitors
and provide direct evidence for the participation of P2Y1

receptor-activated pathways in the early development of neural
progenitors. The data also provide support for an intriguing in-
teraction between the expression of connexin proteins, notably
Cx43, and that of purinergic receptors.
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